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We propose a new experimentally verified ghost imaging (GI) mechanism, derivative GI. Our innovation is that we use the
derivatives of the intensities of the test light and the reference light for imaging. Experimental results show that by com-
bining derivative GI with the standard GI algorithm, multiple independent signals can be obtained in one measurement. This
combination greatly reduces the number of measurements and the time required for data acquisition and imaging.
Derivative GI intrinsically does not produce the storage-consuming background term of GI, so it is suitable for on-chip
implementation and makes practical application of GI easier.
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1. Introduction

Ghost imaging (GI) is a non-local imaging technique that uses
the second-order correlation function of light to obtain informa-
tion about objects[1–5]. GI requires two light paths for imaging:
the test light interacts with the object and is received by the bar-
rel detector; the reference light is received by the array detector.
GI and the related fields of computational GI and single-pixel
imaging have attracted widespread attention[6–10]. Imaging in
GI requires only a bucket detector for the test light beam.
This gives GI an advantage over other techniques in areas in
which array cameras are undesirable and in which nonvisible
spectral bands are used, such as X-ray[11], infrared[12], and tera-
hertz (THz)[13]. GI is important in other applications[14,15], such
as lensless imaging[16,17], 3D imaging[18], lidar[19], and encrypted
communication[20]. There have been many important develop-
ments that have improved image quality as the use of GI
has increased; examples are differential GI (DGI)[21], iterative
GI[22], and higher-order GI[23]. The deterministic orthogonal
basis scanning algorithms can perform high-quality imaging
using the Hadamard basis or Fourier basis[24–28]. Compressed
sensing algorithms produce high-quality images at low sampling
rates[29,30]. The combination of GI and deep learning has
recently been shown to improve image quality and reduce sam-
pling times[31–35].
Creating on-chip GI algorithms is a key step in the practical

application of GI because it reduces the cost and allows high-
volume use of GI. GI requires a large number of measurements,
which creates three challenges for on-chip GI algorithms to
overcome: (i) there are many measurements, so data acquisition

is time-consuming; (ii) required memory storage is very large,
which is difficult to ensure in on-chip implementation; (iii) the
image reconstruction algorithm takes a long time to form the
image of the object. In 2020, we proposed an instant GI (IGI)
algorithm that overcame challenges (ii) and (iii). The use of
IGI greatly reduces the storage space required for GI, and the
imaging time is almost zero. This study represents for the first
time, to the best of our knowledge, in the field of GI that GI has
been implemented on a chip, freeing GI from some of the lim-
itations imposed by the use of conventional computers[36,37].
However, the IGI algorithm requires the same number of

measurements as the standard GI algorithm to function at the
same level. So, an algorithm is urgently needed that can both
reduce the number of measurements and be suitable for on-chip
implementation. In this study, we propose a new GI technique,
derivative GI, to reduce the number of measurements and
decrease the time taken for data acquisition. We make innova-
tive use of the derivatives of the intensities of the test light and
the reference light for imaging, and we have experimentally veri-
fied the effectiveness of this novel technique.
Our experimental results show that by combining derivative

GI with the standard GI algorithm, multiple independent signals
can be obtained in a single measurement. This approach greatly
reduces the number of measurements required for imaging and
improves image quality. Furthermore, derivative GI intrinsically
does not have the storage-consuming background term of GI.
Therefore, the derivative GI is suitable to apply to on-chip GI.
Derivative GI overcomes a significant obstacle in the engineer-
ing application of GI and is therefore of major importance in the
practical application of GI.
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2. Methods

2.1. Theory

In essence, GI depends on the Hanbury Brown–Twiss (HBT)
effect for any two spatial points. We propose and experimentally
demonstrate derivative HBT. We show that combining deriva-
tive HBT with standard HBT can reduce the number of mea-
surements required for correlation.
Derivative HBT is described by

G�2�
HBT Der�x1, x2� = hI�n��x1�I�n��x2�i, (1)

where x1 and x2 are the spatial coordinates of different detectors,
I�n��x1� and I�n��x2� are respectively the nth-order derivatives of
the measured intensities at x1 and x2.
In particular, when n = 1, the equation for the first-order

derivative HBT can be obtained from Eq. (2):

G�2�
HBT Der�x1, x2� = hI 0 �x1�I 0 �x2�i, (2)

where I
0 �x1� and I

0 �x2� are, respectively, the first-order deriva-
tives of the measured intensities at x1 and x2.
It should be emphasized that all derivatives in this paper are

derivates with respect to time t. Therefore, �n� represents
d�n�=dt�n�, and 0 represents d=dt.
For GI, derivative GI is given by

G�2�
Der�x� = hS�n�I�n��x�i, (3)

where S�n� is the nth derivative of the intensity of the bucket
detector, and I�n��x� is the nth derivative of the intensity of
the reference detector with the spatial coordinate x.
In particular, when n = 1, the equation for the first-order

derivative GI can be obtained from Eq. (3):

G�2�
Der�x� = hS 0

I
0 �x�i, (4)

where S
0
is the first derivative of the intensity at the bucket detec-

tor, and I
0 �x� is the first derivative of the intensity of the refer-

ence light at the spatial coordinate x.

2.2. Experimental setup

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The 532 nm
laser is projected onto the light-modulation glass disk to produce
pseudo-thermal light. The pseudo-thermal light is split into two
beams by the beam splitter. The test beam is directed onto the
object, and light that passes through the object is received by
the bucket detector; the reference beam is received directly
by the array detector. The detector was a Hamamatsu S13620
array detector with 8 × 8 pixels capable of high-speed sampling
of the derivative signal. A lens and one pixel in another S13620
array were used as the bucket detector. The switching speed of
the pattern and the sampling frequency of the analog-to-digital
converter (A/D) were both about 100 kHz.

The distance from the glass to the object was equal to the dis-
tance from the glass to the detector array. The HBT effect was
obtained using a small square hole in the object plane that
allowed only light collected by one pixel to pass. The GI experi-
ment used the letter T in the object plane.
We developed a configurable hardware system that sampled

both the intensity and its first-order derivative [shown as the cir-
cuit board in Fig. 1(a)]. In the standard GI experiment, the signal
was immediately sampled by the A/D and then transmitted to
the field programmable gate array (FPGA). In the derivative
GI experiment, the signal was initially sent to the differentiator
to produce the derivative signal, which was then sampled by the
A/D and transmitted to the FPGA for calculation of the corre-
lations, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The HBT experiment used an
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Fig. 1. Experimental schematic. (a) The pseudo-thermal light is generated by
a 532 nm laser illuminating a rotating light-modulating glass disk. The HBT
experiment used a small hole in the object plane, and the GI experiment used
the letter T as the object. (b) The bucket detector signal S and the reference
light signal I(x) are received by the photodetectors to produce a photocurrent.
The photocurrent is sampled by the analog-to-digital converter (A/D) to obtain
S and I(x), and is transmitted to the field programmable gate array (FPGA).
Simultaneously, the photocurrents enter the differentiators to produce the
derivative signals, which then undergo A/D sampling and are transmitted
to the FPGA for calculation of the experimental results. In the HBT experiment,
the signal flow is similar to (b), with I(x1) and I(x2) replacing S and I(x). (c) The
differentiators for S and I(x) are implemented by differentiating the opera-
tional amplitude circuits.
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identical configuration, but I�x1� and I�x2� were replaced by S
and I�x�.
All measured data of the derivative HBT and derivative GI

were processed online immediately by the FPGA. When mea-
surement ended, the correlation results were immediately
available.

3. Experimental Results

Figure 2(a) shows the result of the first-order derivative HBT
experiment, and Fig. 2(b) shows the result of the standard
HBT experiment. The number of measurements was M = 512
for each experiment. It can be seen that the first-order derivative
HBT and the standard HBT have very similar correlation char-
acteristics. In order to compare the derivative HBT and standard
HBT easily, we subtracted the background term (hI�x1�ihI�x2�i)
of the standard HBT and rescaled the values of the two sets of
experimental results to the same level. In this paper, we use
Grescale�x� = G�x�=jmin�G�j to rescale the results of standard
GI (HBT) and derivative GI (HBT) to the same level.
Figure 3(a) shows the object letter T; transmission through

the white part was recorded as 1, and transmission through

the black part was recorded as 0. The pixel size of the transparent
part of the object was 3mm × 3mm, and the pixel array was
8 × 8. Figure 3(b) shows the image of the object obtained by
the first-order derivative GI (M = 1024), and Fig. 3(c) shows
the image of the object obtained by standard GI (M = 1024).
It can be seen that the image quality of the first-order derivative
GI is very similar to that of the standard GI.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is

SNR =
hISi − hINi
�σs � σN�=2

, (5)

where hISi and hINi are the average values of intensities of the
object region (letter ‘T’) and the background region [blue dash
‘T’ in Fig. 3(a)] in the image; σS and σN are the standard deri-
vations of intensities of the object region and the background
region and are widely used to measure the image quality of
GI[38]. The average SNR is obtained by 10 times experiments.
Wewant to emphasize that the derivative GI does not produce

the background term (hSihI�x�i), which is storage-consuming,
because the derivative of the intensity signal intrinsically
removes the direct current (DC) photocurrent component,
which requires large memory space. This is the reason why
derivative GI is suitable for on-chip implementation and does
not need a computer.
In order to compare the derivative GI and standard GI easily,

we subtracted the background term (hSihI�x�i) of the standard
GI and rescaled the values of the two sets of experimental results
to the same level.
We now demonstrate that the first-order derivative HBT can

be combined with standard HBT to reduce the number of exper-
imental samples taken and show that data with different degrees
of freedom can be obtained from one measurement. Figure 4(a)
shows the first-order derivative HBT result (M = 256), and
Fig. 4(b) shows the result of standard HBT (M = 256).
Figure 4(c) shows the combination of data in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b);
data were rescaled and then summed. It can be seen that the
combination of first-order derivative HBT and standard HBT
significantly improved the strength of the correlation. Although
the number of measurements was only 256, it is obvious by com-
paring Figs. 4(c) and 2(b) that the correlation of intensity after
combination was very similar to the correlation obtained by 512
measurements of the standard HBT effect.
Similarly, Figs. 4(d)–4(f) show that derivative GI [Fig. 4(d)]

can be combined with standard GI [Fig. 4(f)] to reduce the num-
ber of image sample measurements and significantly improve
image quality. A comparison of Figs. 4(f) and 3(c) shows that
the combined image quality, from 512 measurements, is as good
as the image quality of the standard GI algorithm from 1024
measurements.
The combination result is obtained by

Gcombine = �GGI=jmin�GGI�j�=2� �GDer GI=jmin�GDer GI�j�=2:
(6)

Figure 5 shows the SNR results of the standard GI, the first-
order derivative GI, and the combination of the two with

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Experimental results of (a) the first-order derivative HBT and (b) stan-
dard HBT. The number of measurements M in both cases was 512.

Fig. 3. (a) Object of the GI experiment, and the experimental results of (b) the
first-order derivative GI and (c) standard GI. The number of measurements M
in each case was 1024.
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different numbers of measurements. Each point with an error
bar is calculated by 10 repeated experimental results. It can be
seen from Fig. 5 that the image quality of standard GI and
derivative GI is at the same level. For the same measurement

number, the SNR of the combination is obviously better than
that of any GI alone. Moreover, with increasing M, the SNR
results of three algorithms increase.
To validate the independence of the light intensity with its

derivative signal, the experimental results of the correlation
hI�x0�I 0 �x�i − hI�x0�ihI 0 �x�i are shown in Fig. 6. Different x0
have been checked, although two of them are displayed. It
can be seen that the random intensity and its derivative signal
have no correlation. If hI�x0�i and hI 0 �x0�i, which are obtained
from the same measurements, have correlations, it should get
results similar to the HBT effect. However, no obvious correla-
tion signal is obtained.

4. Discussion

Because the signal strength S (I�x�) and its derivative S
0
(I

0 �x�)
differ in degrees of freedom, the combination of derivative GI
and standard GI reduces the number of measurements and
increases the associated signal strength, while standard GI alone
only measures the degree of freedom of intensity at one time.
Our solution, in combining the two effects, adds the degree of
freedom of the derivative, which indicates that one measure-
ment provides two independent data items. Furthermore, if
we could detect the intensity, the first derivative, the second
derivative, and on to the Nth-order derivative at the same time,
it would mean that a single measurement could provide N � 1
independent sets of information. This would greatly improve the
efficiency of experiments and reduce the data-acquisition time,
which is very important for practical application of GI.
GI can be regarded as the achievement of O�x� = hδSδI�x�i=

h�S − hSi��I�x� − hI�x�i�i. For the standard GI, the S and I�x�
are measured. Afterwards, hSI�x�i subtracts hSihI�x�i to achieve
hδSδI�x�i to obtain the image of the object. For the derivative GI
with hS 0 i = 0 and hI 0 �x�i = 0, the S

0
and I

0 �x� are obtained by the
hardware system. It can be seen that the hS 0

I
0 �x�i is intrinsically

hδSδI�x�i. In other words, the hδSδI�x�i is directly achieved by
hS 0

I
0 �x�i without calculating hS 0 ihI 0 �x�i.

I
0 �x� can be seen as a random variable with hI 0 �x�i = 0, and

I�x� can be taken as a random variable with a background/DC
term, where hI�x�i ≠ 0. Because the I�x� and its derivative I

0 �x�
are independent random variables, the combination of standard

Fig. 5. Experimental results of the standard GI, the first-order derivative GI,
and the combination of the two within different sample numbers M.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of 〈I (x0)I 0(x)〉 − 〈I (x0)〉〈I 0 (x)〉. x0 is chosen as
(a) row 3 and column 3 and (b) row 5 and column 5, respectively.

(a) (d)

(c) (f)

(b) (e) SNR = 7.50

Fig. 4. Experimental results of (a) the first-order derivative HBT, (b) standard
HBT (the number of measurements M in each case was 256), and (c) combi-
nation of (a) and (b) by simple addition after rescaling. The experimental
results of (d) first-order derivative GI, (e) standard GI (the number of mea-
surements M in each case was 512), and (f) the combination of (d) and (e).
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GI and the first-order derivative GI with the number ofmeasure-
mentsM can be seen as 2Mmeasurements. Theoretically, image
quality of GI with 2M measurements is better than that withM
measurements. Therefore, the combination of the two can
improve the image quality of GI.
Some algorithms such as DGI, normalized GI, and higher-

order GI can also improve the image quality of GI. There are
two reasons why the derivative GI is more suitable for the
on-chip implementation of GI. First, the derivative GI does
not require one matrix to store the hI�x�i to calculate
hSihI�x�i. Second, the speed of the numerical accumulation of
the hS 0

I
0 �x�i is much less than that of hSI�x�i[36]. This is particu-

larly important in the implementation of on-chip GI, because
the value of the element of the storage matrix cannot be very
large for on-chip GI with extremely limited hardware resour-
ces[37]. Furthermore, DGI mainly works in the cases of the ratio
between the obstacle area and the beam size being small[21].
Derivative GI does not have this limit.
In 1956, Hanbury Brown and Twiss used the second-order

correlation of light intensity to measure the angular diameter
of Sirius. The second-order correlation of intensity is known
as the HBT effect[39,40], and it has important applications in
the fields of astronomy[41,42], nuclear physics[43,44], condensed
matter[45,46], and quantum optics[47–50]. Since the HBT effect
was discovered in 1956, it has been used mainly in the correla-
tion of intensity. We innovated by expanding the theory under-
lying the HBT effect, and we proposed a new formulation of
HBT, derivative HBT, which uses the correlation of derivatives
of intensity to produce a correlation effect similar to the stan-
dard HBT effect. We experimentally demonstrated derivative
HBT and showed that combining derivative HBT with standard
HBT can reduce the number of measurements required for cor-
relation when using only HBT. This reduction greatly increased
experimental efficiency, reduced experimental difficulty, and
made possible experiments that were previously infeasible.
Derivative HBT has important applications in the fields of
astronomy, nuclear physics, condensed matter, and quantum
optics.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we proposed the innovative derivative GI model
and obtained image quality the same as standard GI. The impor-
tance of derivative GI is seen when the correlation results are
combined with those of standard GI; signals with multiple
degrees of freedom can be obtained in one measurement.
Combining the intensity with its derivative reduces the number
of measurements required and thus data-acquisition time.
Moreover, derivative GI can be applied to on-chip GI because
it intrinsically does not produce the storage-consuming back-
ground term of GI and is suitable for on-chip implementation.
We used experiments to show the effectiveness of first-order

derivative GI and first-order derivative HBT. The method of
using first-order derivative GI and higher-order derivative GI

that we demonstrated will promote greater practical application
of GI in many areas.
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